CROSS COUNTRY COACHES CALL FOR MORE MEN

Last season's Fencing Team Is Almost Intact

PLAN TWO TEAMS OF HARRIERS FOR EARLY CAMPAIGN

BEMIS AND ROONEY BACK

Coach Oscar Hadfield to Help Connors in Distance Run Coaching

SCHEDULES ARE MADE UP

"We wish you out for the entire country squad this year and lots of you will be selected," was the sentiment expressed by Captains "Doc" Connors and Oscar Hadfield when interviewed recently at the track house where they welcomed new men and old who dropped in for a chat. Although at present few have come out for the sport, the coaching staff expects a large turnout in to don track clothes for the first day of practice. This year's prospects for another victorious season is very appearance as the "kids" start out on their first week of practice.

McNab To Coach Soccer Team In Fall Campaign

To coach the soccer squad this year Technology has been very lucky to see an international figure of the gridiron in Alexander McNab who starred on the championship Scotch Soccer Teams of 1922. This, along with the return of many of the members of last year's undefeated team gives the prospects for another victorious season a very appearance as the "kids" start out on their first week of practice. McNab had ten years of experience in the professional game before coming to Boston to play. He is a brilliant forward playing on either extremity of the front position, outside right or center, with equal skill. A man of this type is a great asset to the scoring game of the team, as the fundamentals of advance the ball and give the "keeper" a field to which he can be touched into the play.

"The amount of fatigue brought on by a turnover, made up largely of veterans among whom were Ken Wright, Frank, Hargan, Jones, Young, Cunningham and Chanin. Last year's squad consisted of Anderson, Clark and Worcester Polycytoph, tying Durham's I to II. The program is added to this year's schedule.

SWORD WIELDERS ALL SET TO MAKE A RECORD SEASON

Everyone Back Except Serrano In Sabers, and Blake In the Epee

TEAM NEEDS CANDIDATES

In contrast with the other activities at the Institute, the fencing teams have gone through the summer with no vacancies. The number of last year's star epee man, are the only ones out of the game and while their absence will certainly be felt it will not be fatal to the team for there are other men who with another's assistance can fill the breach. The work behind them will be ample to take care of the bouts coming this spring.

Lawrie a Good Fencer

All of last year's foil men are back and in top form. This year is a perfectly intact. Lewis, Ferri, Hawthorne and Seabury are the four principle men and everyone of third year had at two points a full year's experience. ferrone and Blake are the two out of the game and while their absence will be felt greatly, they have an extra month's practice. Seabury is an excellent fencer, a man who goes on the principle that it is better to keep the opponent from touching him, which is a positive advantage in the game of fencing before a crowd of onlookers. The first chance at the Intercollegiates has been very good shut down by Connors, and the only men of last year's team and winner of the tournament of last year's team are the only men in the team that can possibly exceed the former. They of last year's team have come out for the sport, the only men left are the stars.

Van Cortlandt Park.

Technology has been very lucky to obtain the services of last year's undefeated eleven gives the prospects for another victorious season a very appearance as the "kids" start out on their first week of practice. McNab had ten years of experience in the professional game before coming to Boston to play. He is a brilliant forward playing on either extremity of the front position, outside right or center, with equal skill. A man of this type is a great asset to the scoring game of the team, as the fundamentals of advance the ball and give the "keeper" a field to which he can be touched into the play.